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BSR Sir started the session with celebrations and explaining the importance of thoughts in a 

successful life. BSR Sir read some live comments and then discussed about the importance of 

Vision in life. BSR Sir shared some interesting stories before starting the topic.  BSR Sir shared 

the importance of co-existence. BSR Sir answered a few questions posted by the live audience. 

BSR Sir advised everyone to be careful of people who input negative thoughts in your mind. 

They are your biggest enemies. 

The One & Only Most Powerful Thing Which Is A 100% Guarantee Of Success – Vision 

Vision is not your goal, it is not monetary. BSR Sir shared the interesting story of Mountain 

Man Manjhi, to explain the importance and power of Vision. Focus, consistency, discipline, 

continuity in actions comes with Vision. 

BSR Sir shared the story of a roadside vendor in Kolkata who died in a bridge collapse accident, 

how his son decided to change his life by studying and decided to become an IAS officer. He 

studied hard and became an IAS Officer. This is the power of Vision. BSR Sir shared the 

example of Sindhutai Sapkal Ji and how he overcame the challenges in her life and gave shelter 

to thousands of orphans with the power of Vision. BSR Sir also shared the example of Anand 

Kumar ji – Founder of Super 30, how he changed the life of underprivileged intelligent kids on 

his own, by bearing all the expenses for their education. He realized his vision and changed their 

lives; this is the power of Vision. Vision gives you the power to think beyond personal benefits 

and selflessly think about how you can change the world for good. 

Vision is something that’s in you. This is something you find out by following the path to 

Discover Your Vision, by self introspection. This is a rigorous process of finding out the 

purpose of your life. What’s the purpose of your birth? BSR Sir shared numerous examples from 

his personal life and examples of people around him. 

BSR Sir shared a real life story of one of the members from BSR community. BSR Sir shared the 

real life example of Mr Ravi Kalra and how his vision changed the life of many unattended 

people. BSR Sir shared numerous examples of Visionaries in India and how their Vision has 

changed this Country and the World for good. 

When human nature is in sync with the nature of the Mother Nature, you are close to 

Discover Your Vision. 

BSR Sir shared few more examples of Visionaries from India and also advised people to 

Discover Their Vision. 



 

 

BSR Sir shared the example of Samrat Prithviraj Chauhan and how he killed the enemy by 

listening to his voice when he was blinded by the enemy. He had mastered the skill of blind 

archery by listening to the sound and how this skill became the reason for the death of his 

enemy. BSR Sir also shared a real life example of a 11 year old kid who established his 

business at such tender age with the power of Vision. 

Watch this powerful session on YouTube channel CoachBSR 

 

 

 


